F. ATTWOOD ELECTED JUNIOR CLASS PRESIDENT; SOCIAL CHAIRMAN IS MCLAUGLIN

Steno, Drigt and Krause Also Elected to Offices; 126 Juniors Cast Ballots.

In the Junior class election held last Thursday, First, 0. W., was elected to the office of president, and Ed Johnson, 0. K., was elected vice-president. Drigt M. C., was made chairman of the mental activities, and Will B. H., chairman of the social committee. 0. W., was elected to the other social and mental committees respectively.

The polls were open from 10:15 to 3:30, and during this time 152 votes were cast. The first ballot resulted in 114 votes for 0. W., and 46 votes for 0. K.

REPORT FROM THE CREATION

B. R. Wilson, 35; R. A. Robbins, 34; H. E. R. Slavinsky, 36; and E. J. Rebholz, 35; were elected to the Student Council.

Entertain Frosh Fire Protection

The Frosh Fire Protection was organized last week and a large number of the Frosh will be rostered for the Fire Protection. The Frosh will now have a chance to get into the fire protection department, which will be open to all Frosh.

LATE NOTICE

Monday, October 14th — All Frosh should take note that the Frosh will hold a meeting Thursday, October 17th. The Frosh will elect a new Frosh president and vice-president.

Senior Election Will Be Held This Thursday

In Charge of New Fire Protection Commission

The election of officers of the fire protection commission will be held Thursday, October 17th, at 7:30. The election will be held in the Student Union.

The election committee, chosen by the Class Council, includes: C. W. J. Johnson, 0. E.; Joseph P. Johnson, 0. E.; Harold T. Johnson, 0. E.; and J. E. Johnson, 0. E.

The election of officers will be held Thursday, October 17th, at 7:30. The election committee will consist of:

N. A. Johnson, 0. E. — President.
N. B. Johnson, 0. E. — Vice-President.
N. C. Johnson, 0. E. — Treasurer.

The election will be held in the Student Union.

Frosh and Sophomore Secretaries

Frosh and Sophomore secretaries will be elected on Thursday, October 17th, at 7:30. The election will be held in the Student Union.
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"THE SLIPSTICK": Claire is "The Slipstick". It is a reference to its playful and slightly rebellious nature.

THE INEVITABLE: Was it the smiling freckles. Who was the beautiful possum for whom he took pity. Will this man have muscle formation? And why does he want to be a teacher? And why does he want to teach? And why when he is a teacher? Is he really that silly? Numb.

"Quiet, don't talk". Silent. Dad was a kind of dead. But he was a cool one. He was cool. Well, it really was an old man. "Preparations?" "No, sir." "I'll take care of it."

Definition: A match is a small splinter of wood. A minute portion of the reasons for an unpleasant life.

And then remaining matches. "Who's going to start?"

MOONSHINE: Nonsense. "Yes, sir." "We don't handle questions."

Nonsense. "Why is it?"

Yes, sir. We don't handle questions. "But why not?"

"Well, because you're a student."

We really do feel sorry for the lad who joined the navy and spent his fourteen years in a ship's galley. At least he had the sea to go to.

Said the old man. "You're going to have fun in the West."

Said the old man. "You'll have fun in the West."

Then there was a smile. "Get out of there."

WRESTLING: That quiet, shy, shy, shy. "I'm really going to have fun in the West."

THE LAD: "The Slipstick"...

THE END IS NIGH!!

The telephone goes air-minded.

A NEW SERIES OF BRIEFLY-INTERMITTING TELEPHONES.

In the realm of telephone communication, the telephone has seen many advancements. From the early days of the telephone, where it was a novelty to be able to speak to someone across a great distance, to the current state of the art in telecommunications, the telephone has evolved significantly.

The development of the telephone began with Alexander Graham Bell in 1876. Initially, the telephone was a device that could only be used in one place and required a direct connection between two points. However, with advancements in technology, the telephone has become a ubiquitous and integral part of modern communication.

The telephone was initially used for voice communication, but over time, it has evolved to include features such as call forwarding, voicemail, and video chat. Today's telephones are not only devices for making phone calls but also for networking, social media, and entertainment.

The telephone has been a catalyst for social and economic changes, enabling people to connect with each other across vast distances, facilitating business transactions, and driving innovation. The telephone has played a crucial role in the development of modern societies and continues to be a vital tool in our daily lives.

THE END.
RE VIEWS

THEATRE NEWS

Harry Stepken Reister

In the current literary offerings, one finds a number of "novel" stories, and many dicussing reality with "realistic" situations. This type of writing is the advent of the "novelette." Mr. Stepken, one of the most promising of this new type of writer, has just brought to the stage a novel, "The Man with the Golden Arm," which brings out the errors of "realistic" writing with the disgusting truths of modern life.

The stage setting is unique; I have never read anything that precisely simulates the life of the theatre. Taking this book for an example, we find a multitude of tales within the one, and at the same time in the same time it seems impossible to separate them into a single story. Yet we are so quickly led into the point that, before you realize it, you have been absorbed, and your mind is held in a spell.

In my opinion, the author has written a novel that is a masterpiece. The way he has managed to bring out the truths of modern life is extraordinary. The book is a true reflection of the truth of the theatre, and I highly recommend it to all who are interested in reality.
CANNELL PITCHES STELLAR GAME TO DEFEAT FRESHMAN

Sophomores Victorious by 7-3 Count

FROST ERRORS COSTLY

The reported closely contested battle between the freshman and sophomores at the request of Superintendent, ended in favor of the seniors by a score of 7-3. The game opened with single runs in the first-three innings. The win for the seniors, the last win before the season's end, is the sixth consecutive win for the seniors.

The seniors scored the final seven runs in a mighty hitless strikeout. Sophomores, with seven errors in the field, did not score enough runs to win.

The game was played at the baseball field, and the seniors secured the victory in the ninth inning.

CRIDON'S QUERIES

By Professor John J. Schumacher

Said Professor Schumacher, our paper, concerning the several questions submitted to him for solution, can only answer those questions that can be answered through our columns. The paper is not equipped to answer questions that cannot be solved by a simple mathematical formula. The queries are as follows:

Question 1: If a number is divided by 2, is the result always an integer?

Answer: Yes, if the number is even, the result will always be an integer.

Question 2: What is the meaning of the term "algorithm"?

Answer: An algorithm is a step-by-step procedure for solving a problem or performing a task.

Question 3: How can one find the square root of a number?

Answer: There are several methods for finding the square root of a number, including the Babylonian method and the Newton-Raphson method.

Question 4: What is the difference between a right triangle and a triangle?

Answer: A right triangle is a triangle with one right angle (90 degrees), while a triangle is any polygon with three sides.

Question 5: How can one calculate the area of a circle?

Answer: The area of a circle can be calculated using the formula A = πr², where r is the radius of the circle.

TECH SHORTS

The Junior and Senior are having some trouble getting their big game played. With Sophomores still getting it both of the Senior-Junior have a chance at the Championship.

W. F. Krall, chief for the S. T. baseball team was elected to the job at the regular Senior-Junior meeting.

When Parks kicked his double over the right field wall all in the large crowd, there were no errors on the play and the Sophomore-Knight was 1-0 down in the game.

It was a close game, and the Sophomore-Knight, however, pulled off a surprise win, 2-0.

TUNSTON CARBIDE FINDS MANY Uses

New York—Tunston carbide, the hardest compound known to science, and for years a mere curiosity, has now been to find extensive commercial use. With its hard, sharp edges, such as machine tools and cutting tools can be polished

In answer to a question, Sophomore-Knight shortstop, S. A. Murphy, of the General Electric Co., a report to the Brotherhood Foundation, was published in "Bloomfield News" Monday.

The one of the constituencies of this mysterious substance is Tunsten, the familiar model of which the elements of our electric lamps are made. Through the years of research needed, in a process of eliminating tungsten on such that it could be drawn into fine wire, which combined with carbon, is now a substance used in lamp bulbs only to the diamond. Tunsten carbide will revolution in machinery, which is the second hardest natural material.
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